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Executive summary
Disseminating the project’s results and raising awareness of the SOTER tools is an
instrumental part of the project’s success. As such, dissemination and communication
activities are key in engaging with relevant stakeholder communities and setting the basis for
a successful exploitation.
As described in our Dissemination plan (D7.1), developing and using online and printed
materials is an essential part of our strategy for raising awareness about SOTER and
promoting the project outcomes.
This deliverable describes SOTER’s dissemination and communication activities such as the
the online and printed materials that have been developed for the project and that have been
used to promote SOTER to our stakeholders and the general public, as well as the events
SOTER attended and organised up to M18. The developed/used materials include the project
website, newsletters, publications, white papers, social media accounts, blogs, press releases,
project flyer, and video.
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1. Introduction
SOTER aims to transform the finance sector by creating a comprehensive toolkit that will
increase cybersecurity levels.
Its main objective is to provide a comprehensive set of tools to enhance the cybersecurity
levels by combining non-technological measures (social science and humanities disciplines)
with different innovative technologies like digital on-boarding procedures using biometric
authentication and multi-factor authentication, as well as blockchain technologies to assure
immutability, integrity of data and integrability.
The main outputs of the project will be the Digital Onboarding Platform (technological tool)
and the Human Factor analysis to avoid cybersecurity breaches, leading to the Cybersecurity
Awareness and Skills training (non-technological tool).
Disseminating the project’s results and raising awareness of the SOTER solutions is an
instrumental part of the project’s success. As such, dissemination and communication
activities are key in engaging with relevant stakeholder communities and setting the basis for
a successful exploitation.
This deliverable expands on some of the outputs that were outlined in the project’s
Dissemination plan (D7.1), which contained information regarding key messages, target
audiences, and a method and timeline for producing and monitoring dissemination and
communication materials. The strategy has guided the development of the focuses of this
deliverable: the project website, newsletters, publications, white papers, social media
accounts, blogs, press releases, project flyer, and video. This document also provides an
update on these elements of the project at M18 since the previous deliverable was submitted
in M6.
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2. Dissemination activities
2.1 Project website
The project website (https://soterproject.eu) is the main online tool for public dissemination
and serves as the main point of contact for the project. Its structure allows the consortium to
tailor communications for different target audiences as the project progresses.
It has been set up in M1 (July 2019) – see D7.4 – and is managed by TRI IE. It will be maintained
and updated regularly (e.g., at least once a month) throughout the project’s lifecycle.
The website has the following structure:
- Home page
- About
- Project outcomes
- News
- Media
- Consortium and Partners
- Related Projects
- Contact us
2.1.1 Home page
The Home page introduces the visitor to the project with a short description and capturing
graphics. By scrolling down, the main sections of the website (About, Consortium/Partners,
Latest Tweets and “Subscribe to our newsletter” box, Contact form) can be viewed. These
and other pages can also easily be accessed from the menu at the top of the page.

Figure 1 SOTER website home page
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2.1.2 About
This section briefly describes the main objectives of the project.

Figure 2 About section

2.1.3 Project outcomes
This section provides additional information about the project by describing the planned
outcomes, i.e. the main objectives and a short summary of the work carried out within each
work package (WP).

Figure 3 Project Outcomes section

Once the project’s public deliverable reports are available, they are published in this section
under the related WPs.
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Figure 4 Project Outcomes section with WP details

2.1.4 News
The “News” section displays the latest updates about the project including blogs, press
releases and shorter news items, such as invitations to join events.

Figure 5 News section

TRI IE updates the website regularly with blogs/news items written in collaboration with
different partners.
As of 8 December 2020, the “News” section contains the following news/blogs:
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•

Setting new benchmarks for cyber-security in the financial sector – written by TRI IE
and published on 8 October 2019

•

First SOTER project meeting – Exploring the project tools and plans for future
developments – written by TRI IE and published on 26 November 2019

•

How Bob and Alice increase their cybersecurity competences – written by UNIGRAZ
and published on 20 December 2019

•

Cybersecurity meets finance: how digital onboarding will increase cybersecurity in the
financial sector – written by EVERIS and published on 24 January 2020

•

Blockchain and privacy-by-design: a holistic approach to cybersecurity for the financial
sector – written by TRI IE and published on 28 February 2020

•

Blockchain security focus whitepaper, first act – written by FNMT and published on 27
March 2020

•

How has the Coronavirus affected cybersecurity? – written by TRI IE and RISE and
published on 30 May 2020

•

Phishing attacks – how can we close the identity verification gap? – written by TRI IE
and published on 10 July 2020

•

Second project meeting: a user journey into the SOTER tools – written by TRI IE and
published on 5 August 2020

•

Tackling personal data and trust with SOTER – written by TRUNOMI and published on
9 September 2020
Enhancing cybersecurity in the banking sector – interview with Sergio Hermida from
Liberbank – written by LIBERBANK and TRI IE and published on 23 September 2020
Cybersecurity in finance – Join our workshop – written by TRI IE and published on 27
October 2020
Emerging Cybersecurity Standards for the Finance Sector in Europe: Join our Online
Symposium – written by TRI IE and RISE and published on 25 November 2020
Understanding the human factor as a core component of cybersecurity resilience –
written by TRI IE and published on 1 December 2020

•
•
•
•

2.1.5 Media
The “Media” section has been added to the project website in August 2020 as a means to
showcase all digital communication materials and collect them in one place for easy access
to website visitors.
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As of 8 December 2020, this section contains the project video, the two issues of the
newsletter, and a downloadable version of the project flyer.

2.1.6 Consortium and Partners
The “Consortium” section gives an overview of the different types of organisations
participating in the project, highlighting the multidisciplinarity of the project.

Figure 6 Consortium section

The “Partners” section displays the logos of the project partners.
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Figure 7 Partners section

As shown in the example below, by clicking on each logo, visitors will be able to access a
dedicated page with more details on the project partner, including a short description,
contact information of the main people from that organisation working on the project, as well
as links to the organisation’s website and social media accounts (where available).

Figure 8 Partner profile example

2.1.7 Related Projects
The “Related Projects” section has been added to the project website in September 2020, to
showcase all the different projects that SOTER is collaborating with (in alphabetical order).
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Figure 9 Related projects section

The section currently contains a short description and links to the project websites and social
media accounts of the following projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONCORDIA Project https://www.concordia-h2020.eu
CRITICAL-CHAINS https://research.reading.ac.uk/critical-chains/
CyberSec4Europe https://cybersec4europe.eu
CYBERWATCHING https://cyberwatching.eu
FINSEC https://www.finsec-project.eu
FIN-TECH https://www.fintech-ho2020.eu
PRIVILEDGE https://priviledge-project.eu
SPARTA https://www.sparta.eu

More information on the collaboration with these projects is available in the first periodic
report and in section 2.4 of this deliverable.
2.1.8 Contact Us
This section directs the visitor to the “Contact us” form that allows users to send us questions
or enquiries about the project directly from the website without having to send us an email if
they do not have our email address or prefer to use this means of communication.
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Figure 10 Contact us form

2.1.9 Footer
The footer of the website displays the EC emblem and acknowledgement, as well as links to
SOTER’s social media accounts, contact information, and a link to the project’s Privacy Policy.

Figure 11 Website footer

2.1.10 Website analytics
As of 8 December 2020, the website has about 2180 visitors, which has greatly increased over
the past few months (the website had 1300 visitors at the time of the first periodic review in
M15). It is important to note that this number is not entirely representative as the tool to
monitor website visits has been added to the website at a later stage. We expect this number
to increase some more as more results are available and our stakeholder network keeps
growing.
The number of page views (4500) shows that there are visitors coming back to the website,
and the number of downloads (79) highlights their interest in our content, including
deliverables and media.
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Figure 12 Website analytics

2.2 Newsletters
TRI IE prepared the first two issues of the SOTER newsletter, which were sent out to the
project partners and our wider stakeholder list (built in collaboration with all partners) in M10
(April 2020) and M15 (September 2020). The first newsletter was sent to 153 contacts, while
the second was sent to 178 contacts.
The first issue includes a general introduction to the project, the main news from the project
website, and some interesting articles on cybersecurity.
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Figure 13 Preview of first newsletter

The second issue includes the project video, the main updates/news from the project website,
including some security and data protection insights, and some interesting reads on
cybersecurity and data protection.
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Figure 14 Preview of second newsletter

To reach a wider audience, the newsletters were published on the project website and
promoted also on our social media channels.
In order to broaden our network and increase the number of subscribers, we have included a
box on the project website where visitors can subscribe to receive our newsletter:

Figure 15 Join our newsletter form
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Furthermore, to encourage the public to subscribe to our newsletter, SOTER regularly posts
the link to subscribe on our social media channels:

Figure 16 Post on Twitter to subscribe to the newsletter

2.3 Scientific dissemination
2.3.1 Publications
So far the following articles/papers have been written and submitted for publication:
•

•

•

In February 2020 TRI IE submitted an abstract in order to participate in the 8th Science
and Technology Studies (STS) Italia Conference which has been accepted.
Unfortunately, the event has been postponed to 2021 due to the pandemic
restrictions.
In March 2020 RISE, TRI IE and UNIGRAZ submitted an abstract for the Europol-APWG
Symposium on Global Cybersecurity Awareness. The abstract has been accepted but
the event has been postponed to 2021 (see https://apwg.eu/symposium-globalcybersecurity-awareness-2020/)
In July 2020 UNIGRAZ, RISE, TRI IE submitted a first paper, “Understanding human
factors and the role of training in the cyber-physical security of the finance sector”,
which has, unfortunately, been rejected.

Work on the following publications has begun (working titles):
•
•
•

“Cybersecurity competences and their linkage to human factor based threats”,
UNIGRAZ
“Training cybersecurity competences effectively - an evaluation”, UNIGRAZ
“Regulatory interplay regarding cybersecurity in the finance sector”, UNIGRAZ
19
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•

“The digital avatar on a blockchain: E-Identity, Anonymity and Human Dignity”,
UNIGRAZ

2.3.2 Events
SOTER partners have attended the following events:
•
•
•
•

IT SA Nuremberg, Nuremberg, Germany, 6-8th of October 2019 – RISE
New Statesman Conference: Cybersecurity in Financial Services, London, UK, 26-27
November 2019 – INAUTH
EC’s Secure Societies “project to policy kick off seminar” at REA premises, Brussels,
Belgium, 31 January 2020 – EVERIS
PRIViLEDGE Virtual Workshop: Data Sharing and Privacy – What Has Changed in the
Era of COVID? A Deep Dive into Policy Dilemmas and New Technological Solutions

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have not been able to attend as many conferences
as we would have liked, although as many are being turned into virtual events, we expect to
be able to attend more during the second period of the project.
For the following event lectures were accepted but the events were postponed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic:
• 8th Science and Technology Studies (STS) Italia Conference - Paper presentation Trieste, Italy, 18-20 June 2020 (Posponed to 2021) – TRI
• EEMA Annual Conference - Presentation Submission - Brussels, Belgium, 22-23 June
2020 (Cancelled) – TRI
• Martin Griesbacher, Eva-Maria Griesbacher, Robin Renwick: “Cybersecurity
Awareness Trainings in the extended Finance Sector”, APWG Cybersecurity
Symposium, The Hague, Netherlands (13/14 October 2020) - Paper Presentation
(Postponed) - RISE, UNIGRAZ + TRI

2.4 Collaboration with other H2020 projects
In September and October 2020, SOTER reached out to a number of H2020 projects tackling
similar challenges and topics. As mentioned in section 2.1.7 of this deliverable, we have
created a cluster with the following projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONCORDIA Project https://www.concordia-h2020.eu
CRITICAL-CHAINS https://research.reading.ac.uk/critical-chains/
CyberSec4Europe https://cybersec4europe.eu
CYBERWATCHING https://cyberwatching.eu
FINSEC https://www.finsec-project.eu
FIN-TECH https://www.fintech-ho2020.eu
PRIVILEDGE https://priviledge-project.eu
SPARTA https://www.sparta.eu
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After a series of bilateral calls with the different projects to discuss potential synergies and
opportunities for collaboration, SOTER organised a first joint workshop, “Cybersecurity in
Finance”, which took place on 30 October 2020 and was attended by about 40 participants.
The workshop included a first session with short presentations from SOTER (Miren Karmele
Garcia Garcia & Martin Griesbacher: “SOTER - cyberSecurity Optimization and Training for
Enhanced Resilience in finance”) and from each of the participating projects (CRITICALCHAINS, FIN-TECH, FINSEC, CyberSec4Europe, CONCORDIA and SPARTA (CAPE Programme)),
and a panel session to discuss Regulations, Cybersecurity, Digital Identity, & Training in the
financial sector.
On 27 November 2020, SOTER co-organised the online symposium “Emerging Cybersecurity
Standards for the Finance Sector in Europe” which saw the participation of about 40
attendees.
The symposium included a first session where SOTER (Martin Griesbacher (RISE):
“Understanding the Role of Human Behaviour for Cybersecurity in the Finance Sector),
CRITICAL-CHAINS and FIN-TECH presented their research on cybersecurity in the financial
sector, followed by a second session where stakeholders from the sector discussed their
current challenges and needs with regard to cybersecurity and standardisation.”
On 14 December 2020 SOTER took part in a second joint workshop (organised by CRITICALCHAINS): “Financial Sector Infrastructure Cyber-Physical Security and Regulatory Standards”.
The workshop focused on the financial services sector, Risk-based Cyber-Physical Security
Authentication and Accountability Models for Monitoring, Compliance Assurance and
Regulatory Harmonisation challenges and was attended by around 50 participants.
It included presentations and contributions from Miren Karmele Garcia Garcia (EVR) “Digital
Identity and the Biometric Pattern as a Key Factor in Authentication” and representatives of
different projects (CRITICAL-CHAINS, CyberSec4Europe, CS-AWARE and CONCORDIA) and
organisations in the financial sector.
SOTER is also currently organising a Finance Sector Security On-Line Training Workshop with
the FINSEC and FIN-TECH projects, which will take place on 14 January 2021.
2.4.1 ECSCI Cluster
In October 2020, SOTER joined FINSEC’s “European Cluster for Securing Critical
Infrastructures – ECSCI”, a cluster of H2020 projects for securing critical infrastructures. Its
main objective is to bring about synergetic, emerging disruptive solutions to security issues
via cross-projects collaboration and innovation. The cluster will research how to protect
critical infrastructures and services, highlighting differences (approaches, sectors of interest,
etc.) between the clustered projects and establishing tight and productive connections with
closely related and complementary H2020 projects. The cluster currently has 15 H2020
projects.
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Figure 17 ECSCI Cluster

2.4.2 Cyberwatching Research Project Hub
In September 2020 SOTER joined the Cyberwatching Research Project Hub, which is a
compilation of EU-funded research projects on cybersecurity topics, created specifically to
facilitate information transfer, communication and cross-pollination.
We have set up a page for SOTER, which allows us to upload news, blogs, events, and any
other material we would like to disseminate.

22
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Figure 18 SOTER page on Cyberwatching Research Hub

As part of the Research Hub, Cyberwatching periodically selects one of the projects to be
Project of the Week and promotes content related to that project on their website and
through their social media channels. SOTER has been selected to be Project of the Week from
the 14th to the 18th December 2020 and has been featured in a number of posts on social
media.
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Figure 19 SOTER's Project of the Week page
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2.5 Collaboration with the Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster
In November and December 2020, in collaboration with the Ireland South East Financial
Services Cluster, TRI IE hosted a series of workshops to foster collaboration and discuss user
needs and requirements in the financial services sector.
The first workshop took place on 24th November, followed by a session on 1st December and
8th December 2020. Each session included a presentation from one of the SOTER partners, a
talk by an invited guest from the financial sector, and a discussion session.
The workshop cluster ignition series stimulated an exchange of ideas, knowledge and
expertise, and focused on different areas:
•
•
•

User-needs, requirements, and pain points in FinTech as we enter the openfinance era
The evolving cybersecurity landscape in the era of digitalisation
The emerging interplay of regulatory frameworks in FinTech such as GDPR, PSD2
and AML5D

The purpose of these workshops was to establish links with the industry and to set the
grounds for future collaborations with these potential end users.
The outcome of the workshops was summarised in a press release (see Annex 2) which was
circulated with the IDA on 15 December and with the media on 16 December 2020.

2.6 White papers
Although not strictly related to WP7, the project aims to produce at least three white papers
mainly based on our research on blockchain security (WP3), cybersecurity trends and
standards (WP5), as well as on cybersecurity and digital privacy (WP2), which can be used as
a dissemination output for promoting the project’s findings.
The first version of the white paper developed in WP3, is D3.5 (Blockchain Security
Focus whitepaper (I)) and its main focus has been summarised in a blog for the project
website. The other white papers are expected in the second period of the project.
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3. Communication activities
3.1 Social media
In M1 TRI IE set up the following social media accounts and has since then been responsible
for managing them:
•

Twitter (https://twitter.com/soterproject)

Figure 20 SOTER Twitter account

•

LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/in/soter-project-2b626b190/)
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Figure 21 SOTER LinkedIn profile

The strategy for raising awareness about SOTER and its results and growing our network of
stakeholders through these channels is outlined in D7.1. However, in order to reach our KPIs
in terms of followers/engagement on social media, we have increased the number of posts
per week (at least 1/day on both channels).
As of 17 December 2020, we have 133 followers on Twitter and 192 connections on LinkedIn.

3.2 Flyer
In M1 TRI IE designed a one page flyer for the project to be printed and distributed at events.
The flyer contains background information on the needs of the financial sector, the aims of
the project and some general information (i.e. links to the website, social media, partner logos
and EU funding acknowledgement).
The flyer was updated in July 2020 after Liberbank joined the project, in order to include their
logo and remove Mediolanum’s.
So far, we have distributed 110 flyers at two events. Given the current COVID-19 travel
restrictions, we haven’t been able to distribute as many as we would have liked, but we hope
to be able to distribute more if the pandemic situation resolves and face-to-face events
resume. The flyer, however, remains available for download in our “Media” section of the
project website.
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Figure 22 SOTER flyer

3.3 Video
TRI IE has developed a project video to raise awareness about the main objectives and vision
of the project to a wider audience, including the general public.
The video has been released on YouTube, then published on the project website in July 2020.
It has since been shared on social media and in the second issue of the newsletter.
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Figure 23 SOTER video

3.4 Press releases
At the beginning of the project, SOTER issued a press release about the launch of the project
(see Annex 1), which was circulated with our media contacts, published on the project
website, shared on social media and circulated in the first project newsletter.
A second press release (Annex 2) about the workshops we organised in collaboration with the
Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster (see section 2.5 of this deliverable) was issued to
the members of the Cluster, to our media contacts and to the IDA (given that one of the
invited speakers was part of that organisation) to reach a wider audience. It has also been
published on the SOTER project website and will be promoted through our social media
channels.
More press releases are expected in the second period of the project.
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4. Monitoring dissemination and communication activities
All dissemination and communication activities are evaluated for efficacy and our strategy for
doing so is fully detailed in D7.1. TRI IE regularly monitors the impact of SOTER’s dissemination
and communication activities to make sure we are reaching our KPIs (described in D7.1) and
the desired impact.
All activities and the audience reached are recorded in the SOTER monitoring spreasheet (see
Annex 3), which has been shared with all partners and is updated regularly.
Furthermore, TRI IE holds regular WP7 calls with all partners to discuss the activities of the
WP, review the KPIs and discuss mitigation measures if/when necessary.
The table below shows the project KPIs as described in D7.1 and the results achieved up until
M18.

Instruments

Expected number of
participants /
beneficiaries

M18 results
Target audience
Bank employees
TPPs
Researchers/Academics

E-mails

Building a mailing list of
300 contacts who show
support for the project

So far our
mailing list
consists of 272
contacts

Market service providers
Privacy/data protection
experts
Cybersecurity experts
CERTS
Journalists

Project website

Social media
(Twitter and
LinkedIn accounts)

>2500 unique visitors

Twitter followers:
<100 – poor, 100-250 –
good, 250+ - excellent
LinkedIn contacts:
<100 – poor, 100-250 –
good, 250+ - excellent

Videos
10 (2 project videos,
other videos for trainings
and footage from project
events)

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

The website
currently has

2180 visitors

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

133 followers on
Twitter and 192
connections on
LinkedIn

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media
Bank employees and other
stakeholders involved in
the SOTER trainings

The first project
video was
developed in
July 2020.
Videos for
trainings will be
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Instruments

Flyers/brochures

Expected number of
participants /
beneficiaries

1 at the start of the
project and 1 for the final
event. At least 500 copies
to be distributed at
external and project
events

M18 results
Target audience

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

Pull-up banner
At least 1 to be used at
events

Newsletters (2
issues per year)

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

> 300 subscribers

developed as
soon as those
activities begin.
Footage from
face-to-face
workshops have
not been shot
yet because of
the COVID-19
pandemic.
The first flyer
was designed in
M1.
110 copies have
been distributed
so far.
Because of the
pandemic this
has been put on
hold as face-toface events are
not taking place
at the moment.
So far 2
newsletters
have been sent
out to 178
contacts. Over
the past
months, the
number of
contacts has
risen (272)
thanks to the
collaboration
with other
H2020 projects
and the Ireland
South East
Financial
Services Cluster,
which have
given the
project a lot
more visibility.
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Instruments

Expected number of
participants /
beneficiaries

M18 results
Target audience

Blogs/news items
on project website
At least 1/month

All stakeholders including
the general public and the
media

At least 3

The media and the general
public

>5 networks with
pertinent EU or national
projects

Academia, Industry, Privacy
and Ethics committees

Press releases

Networks with
pertinent EU or
national projects

Peer-reviewed
scientific journal
publications

Academia, Industry

>10 publications

Presentations at
third-party
workshops and
conferences
>10 participations in
scientific conferences and
workshops

Participation in
SOTER workshops
and events

To reach active
participation of at least
100 people

Academia, Industry

At least
1 blog/news
item is
published on
the website
every month
2 press releases
have been sent
out so far
(launch of the
project and
workshops with
Ireland South
East Financial
Services Cluster)

We have
created a cluster
with 8 H2020
projects
So far 3
publications
have been
submitted (1
rejected) and
currently 3 more
are being
written.
SOTER partners
attended 4
third-party
events.
Participation in
3 other events
was planned but
has been
postponed
because of the
pandemic.

Bank employees and other
stakeholders involved in
the SOTER trainings
Academia, Industry
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Instruments

Expected number of
participants /
beneficiaries

M18 results
Target audience
Journalists (for the final
event)

White papers

> 3 white papers

Decision makers and
stakeholders working on
standardisation (as well as
certification and
accreditation) in the field of
cybersecurity and
cybersecurity experts from
the finance sector

Trainings will
begin in
February 2020.
So far, we have
reached a total
of approx. 160
participants in
our joint events
with other
H2020 projects
and the Ireland
South East
Financial
Services Cluster
1 white paper
submitted so
far: D3.5
(Blockchain
Security
Focus
whitepaper (I))

Table 2 Dissemination and communication KPIs

5. Conclusion
This deliverable provides information on the dissemination and communication activities
including the project website, newsletters, publications, white papers, social media accounts,
blogs, press releases, project flyer, video, and the events SOTER attended and organised
during the first 18 months of the project.
More materials and activities are envisioned for the remainder of the project lifetime and
these will be reported in the second iteration of this deliverable (D7.3 - SOTER dissemination
activities report 1st version (II)) and in the final review report.
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Annex 1 – SOTER press release – September 2019

Setting new benchmarks for cyber-security in the financial sector
We are living in the era of digitalization where digital applications across all business sectors
are increasing. Unfortunately cyber-attacks are alarmingly on the rise as well, which sets new
challenges for the management of secure internal and external data flows.
These are but some of the challenges that SOTER, the newly launched EU funded project, will
address over the next two years.
2017 saw a massive ransomware cyber-attack that affected nearly 100 countries and
important companies from different sectors like health services, finance, transport, and
energy. According to the Directive on Security of Network Information Systems (NIS), these
sectors are critical in terms of cybersecurity and should therefore have in place robust
measures against cyber-attacks.
SOTER will take a holistic research approach, combining technological development with
human factor based cybersecurity training.
The human factor plays a key role in cyber attacks. A survey conducted by the Spanish
National Cybersecurity Institute (INCIBE) showed that at least 10% of survey respondents said
they have the same user/password for different applications and most survey respondents
prefer to have “weak” passwords so they won’t forget them.
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SOTER will develop a biometric based authentication and identification digital on-boarding
platform in conjunction with a suite of training materials, designed to enhance information
security, data privacy, and cybersecurity practice within the critical financial services sector.
“New tools, awareness and training for employees are needed due to the increased
dependence on digital applications and the rise in cyber attacks”, said the SOTER project
coordinator Paul Tailor Carbajal Silva, “SOTER will complement the technological
development with a specific methodology for training and raising awareness of finance sector
employees about the importance of their daily work against cyber-attacks.”
The SOTER kick-off meeting took place in Madrid, Spain, on 9-10 July 2019. During the twoday event, the partners met, shared information about their organisations, and discussed the
SOTER work plan over the next two years.

SOTER is coordinated by Everis in Spain and brings together technologists and researchers
from eight organisations across Europe. It merges business and academic competencies from
a range of research partners, including: large companies, SMEs, universities, potential users,
and public institutions.
The project partners involved in SOTER are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everis (Spain)
Mediolanum (Spain)
Everis Aerospace and Defence (Spain)
InAuth (United Kingdom)
Trunomi (United Kingdom)
Trilateral Research (Ireland)
University of Graz (Austria)
Research and Industrial Engineering Systems (Austria)
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•

Real Casa de le Moneda y Timbre (Spain)

For more information about SOTER visit the project website and follow us on Twitter and
LinkedIn.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 833923
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Annex 2 – Workshops with Ireland South East Financial Services
Cluster press release – December 2020
Waterford, 15 December 2020

NEWS RELEASE for immediate release

Trilateral Research and Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster Launch
Workshops to Tackle the Challenges of Digitalisation in the Open-Finance Era
Over the last three weeks, Trilateral Research, in collaboration with the Ireland South East Financial
Services Cluster, hosted a series of workshops to foster collaboration and discuss user needs and
requirements in the financial services sector.
The workshops were organised within the framework of SOTER, an EU funded project developing new
technologies and a cybersecurity awareness training programme to prevent cybercrime risks in the
financial sector.
“It is especially important for Trilateral Research that we link research outputs to industry needs and
experience. In the SOTER project, understanding industry pain points will enable us to prioritise
innovations that meet a clear need within the Financial Services sector. The workshops with the
Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster have been really valuable for creating these links and
supporting innovation within the project”, said Rachel Finn, Head of Irish Operations at Trilateral
Research.
The workshop series attended by the cluster network and invited guests kicked off on 24 th November,
followed by weekly sessions up to 8th December 2020. The workshops stimulated an exchange of
ideas, knowledge and expertise, and focused on different areas:
•
•
•

User-needs, requirements, and pain points in FinTech as we enter the open-finance era
The evolving cybersecurity landscape in the era of digitalisation
The emerging interplay of regulatory frameworks in FinTech such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Payments Services Derivative 2 (PSD2) and the 5th AntiMoney Laundering Directive (AML5D)
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Igniting the first session was guest speaker Ifor Ffowcs-Williams, a global practitioner in cluster-based
economic development, with extensive expertise in the practicalities of cluster development, leading
training and strategy workshops with economic development agencies, cluster groups and support
organisations. His thought-provoking insights into how the cluster project engine room can leverage
engagement internationally partnering with other clusters set the workshop on the right track.
Trilateral Research’s Robin Renwick then outlined the overarching vision of the SOTER project, a
consortium of eight European organisations, tasked by the European Commission to design and
develop a biometric identification and authentication onboarding platform for the emerging openbanking ecosystem insights, followed by a short poll and discussion on Digital Identity, Anti-Money
Laundering and future revenue streams open to all to participate.
Miguel Ponce de Leon, Chief Technologist at TSSG, cluster community participant, who on day one
offered the group a synopsis of the Research and Development grants and supports available to
businesses, stated that "the heartbeat of any cluster is active engagement and the recent 2020
workshop series of 3 sessions has been a great forum for sharing insights from across the globe, while
also further advancing the goals for the cluster in the context of its impact in Ireland South East".
For the second workshop, we were joined by Technologist and AI expert Dr Nicola Stokes of the IDA
Ireland and Martin Griesbacher, Coordinator of the research network “Human Factor in Digital
Transformation” at the University of Graz and human factor cybersecurity expert at Research
Industrial Systems Engineering (RISE), Vienna.
While Nicola presented Ireland’s value proposition in cybersecurity, Martin provided an insight into
the interdisciplinary research on cybersecurity in the SOTER project, addressing a series of steps for
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improving human factor-related cybersecurity in organisations, including training actions for
employees and the management level of organisations in the financial sector.
Facilitated by Rachel Finn, Head of Irish Operations at Trilateral Research, the final session was joined
by Anne Rothwell, a 25-year veteran of Governance, Risk and Compliance roles within the financial
services sector in Ireland, and Nora Schreier from SOTER, a PhD-Student at the Department of Tax and
Fiscal Law at University of Graz.
Nora’s insightful presentation focused on the emerging interplay of regulatory frameworks in FinTech,
including the GDPR, PSD2 and AML5D, while Anne put the spotlight on the ongoing changes in
regulatory compliance and navigation routes for FinTechs, stressing the benefits of peer-to-peer
exchanges and how this network supports the navigation of these regulatory challenges.
Cluster network workshop participant Rob Leslie, CEO & Founder of Sedicii, stated that “SOTER is
shining a very bright light on a subject that everyone should care deeply about – how the use of use
of your personal data can affect your privacy. The workshops provided an opportunity for members
of the business community to hear from the experts about advances in technology and improve their
overall understanding around the impact of GDPR so that they can service their customers better
while still complying with the law. They were very useful indeed.”
Cluster Manager, Catriona Murphy shared “Clusters have complex and contingent origins and can take
time to take root, the strong cohort of financial services and growing FinTech companies in Ireland
South East provided the ideal ignition platform. Individual companies cannot establish clusters on
their own, and historically governments across the world have tried and failed to conjure effective
clusters from nothing. Therefore, by establishing this Financial Services Cluster together involving all
stakeholders of the cluster community we can prove the value by representing a defensible advantage
in a competitive, globalising world. With thanks to Trilateral Research and the SOTER project, this
workshop series provided our cluster community the opportunity to knowledge share and learn how
we might all engage more fundamentally together while also feeding into this European Commission
Horizon 2020 project. As a result of this series, Trilateral Research has captured valuable insights from
the Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster community and, as a cluster, we have identified a
potential skills project to develop.”

About SOTER
SOTER is a H2020 project which aims improve cybersecurity practices within the financial sector,
taking a holistic research approach, combining technological development with human factor-based
cybersecurity training.
The project is developing a biometric-based identification and authentication digital onboarding
platform designed to enhance information security, data privacy, and cybersecurity practice, coupled
with a sector-specific training programme to raise awareness about the importance of cybersecurity
for employees in the financial sector.
SOTER’s solution brings together
•
•
•
•

customer multi-factor authentication
recognition technologies of the clients’ regularly used devices to avoid fraud
blockchain technologies to ensure immutability and data integrity while allowing integrability
a suite of cybersecurity training materials for employees
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Contact details:
Ana Gonzalez Segura
SOTER Project Coordinator
Everis
ana.gonzalez.segura@everis.com
https://soterproject.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 833923.

About Trilateral Research
Trilateral's work focuses on delivering sustainable innovation, both developing new technologies and
assessing their impact, including analysing their ethical, legal and social implications.
We apply research to make society a better place, for example by developing cloud solutions and
machine learning algorithms to support data-driven decision making around complex societal
challenges. Read more about our work here: www.trilateralresearch.com

Contact details:
Angelo Napolano
Head of Communications and Marketing
Trilateral Research
Angelo.Napolano@trilateralresearch.com
www.trilateralresearch.com

About Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster
Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster is an enterprise led cluster initiative funded by five local
authority in the region: Carlow, Kilkenny, Tipperary, Waterford and Wexford.
The region has built a strong cohort of shared services operations, a sizeable portfolio of international
financial services companies and has strong activity in the growth sectors of
Fintech/Regtech/Insurtech and the global payments sector.
We welcome you to connect and bond with our financial service community. Leaders here are
engaging with peers, bounce ideas, sourcing solutions, tips and hints, receiving and providing
mentorship. Essentially growing together and bridging the financial service community based in
Ireland South East with a global network.
Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster has identified 5 pillars of its work programme which aim
to support the growth of financial services companies in the region. These are
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Pillar 1: Skills – ensuring education and training providers are aligned with industry needs
Pillar 2: Marketing and Branding – promoting the regions attractiveness for professionals and
investors
Pillar 3: Networking – enhancing the opportunities for companies in the region to network
Pillar 4: Innovation – linking companies with emerging research and start-up innovation
Pillar 5: Infrastructure – to address priority infrastructure barriers impeding company growth

Contact details:
Catriona Murphy
Cluster Manager
Ireland South East Financial Services Cluster
catriona@irelandsoutheastfscluster.com
https://irelandsoutheast.com/invest/financial-services/
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Annex 3 – SOTER Monitoring spreadsheet
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